Looking for an exciting and adventurous job?
One that allows you to travel around the world?
Join our team of inspectors and you can have it!

DRUM Risk Ltd. provides a combination of analysis, pre-investment due diligence and risk-management
specifically designed to secure trade throughout Central, Eastern & Southern Europe and the Confederation
of Independent States [CIS]. The company is headquartered in the City of London, with subsidiary companies
in Russia, Bulgaria and Georgia.

SKILLS & EDUCATION:


Demonstrate strong commitment
and reliability



Good in record keeping



Computer literacy (MS Office),
particularly Microsoft Excel



Excellent interpersonal and
communication skills



Ability to cope with challenging
work environment such as:
outdoor with adverse weather
conditions





RESPONSIBILITIES:



Responsible for performing quantity and visual quality
inspection of Goods (metals, softs, gasoil)



Physically measure or weigh commodities under supervision by
using a variety of methods and supervise the movement of
commodities

Ability to work effectively even
under pressure



Calculate and report quantities transferred/dispatched

Can work on weekends and on
rotation shift basis (morning, mid
or night shift) or even working
extended hours



Prepare reports based on inspection services carried out



Adhere to all ethical standards and safety practices, in accordance
with the DRUM Standard Operating Procedures



Willing to be deployed on various
projects around the world



University/ College education,
technical degree is preferable but
not essential



Intermediate level of English,
knowledge of other languages,
particularly Spanish, Turkish or
Russian will be advantageous



Driving license/car will be
considered as an advantage

If this offer interests you, please send your CV and
cover letter to HR Department –
WWW.YOURWEBSITEHERE.COM
Aglika.Tsenkova@drumrisk.com and
Ivelina.Bogdanova@drumrisk.com

About Us
DRUM RISK LIMITED (‘DRUM’) is a collateral
management & inspection company with more than
18 years of industry experience.
DRUM provides collateral management (CMA) and
stock monitoring services (SMA). A further
business line, specific to certain markets includes
due
diligence,
analysis
and
background
investigations.

History
During 1990’s DRUM operated under the name of
DRUM Resources Limited, with operations in the
CIS and Africa. Owing to the rapid expansion of
Africa the Board of Directors in 2008 formally split
the company in two.

DRUM RISK
LIMITED

DRUM RISK LIMITED manages global operations
and has from its original CIS platform developed
into Europe, Turkey, Central Asia and the Americas.
DRUM Resources focuses on Africa and the Middle
East and was rebranded as Vallis Commodities
Limited.

Operations
DRUM is headquartered in London.
DRUM has three operational centers to coordinate
Global projects:
 Moscow, Russia (CIS),
 Plovdiv, Bulgaria (South America
Turkey), and

Awards
DRUM is proud to announce that at the Trade
Finance Annual Awards in London we were
awarded:

Europe &

 Tbilisi, Georgia (Caucasus)
WINNER Best Collateral Manager
2013, 2014 & 2015

Got your attention?
Check our website www.drumrisk.com for more
info.

